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The authors of After the Revolution return with an incisive study of the work of contemporary
women artists. In After the Revolution, the authors concluded that "The battles may not all have
been won…but barricades are gradually coming down, and work proceeds on all fronts in
glorious profusion." Now, with The Reckoning, authors Heartney, Posner, Princenthal, and Scott
bring into focus the accomplishments of 24 acclaimed international women artists born since
1960 who have benefited from the groundbreaking efforts of their predecessors. The book is
organized in four thematic sections: "Bad Girls" profiles artists whose work represents an assault
on conventional notions of gender and racial difference. "History Lessons" offers reflections on
the self in the context of history and globalization. "Spellbound" focuses on women’s embrace of
the irrational, subjective, and surreal, while Domestic Disturbances" takes on women’s conflicted
relationship to home, family, and security. Written in lively prose and fully illustrated throughout,
this book gives an informed account of the wonderful diversity of recent contemporary art by
women.

"An incisive study of the work of contemporary women artists. . . Written in lively prose and fully
illustrated throughout, this book gives an informed account of the wonderful diversity of recent
contemporary art by women."&mdash;Curatorial CollectiveFrom the Inside FlapThe authors of
After the Revolution return with an incisive study of the work of contemporary women artists.
Heartney, Posner, Princenthal, and Scott bring into focus the accomplishments of 24 acclaimed
international women artists born since 1960 who have benefited from the groundbreaking efforts
of their predecessors. Written in lively prose and fully illustrated throughout, this book gives an
informed account of the wonderful diversity of recent contemporary art by women.From the
Back CoverThe authors of After the Revolution return with an incisive study of the work of
contemporary women artists. Heartney, Posner, Princenthal, and Scott bring into focus the
accomplishments of 24 acclaimed international women artists born since 1960 who have
benefited from the groundbreaking efforts of their predecessors. Written in lively prose and fully
illustrated throughout, this book gives an informed account of the wonderful diversity of recent
contemporary art by women.About the AuthorEleanor Heartney is a contributing editor to Art in
America and Art Press. Her books include Art and Today and Postmodern Heretics: The Catholic
Imagination in Contemporary Art. Helaine Posner is Senior Curator of Contemporary Art at the
Neuberger Museum of Art at the SUNY Purchase and the author of Kiki Smith.Read more
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Nora, “Great text. This was the text book for one of my classes on Women in Art. I loved the
format of this book. Each 'unit' or chapter features 4 or 5 artists. There are usually 3-5 pictures of
their work, a short personal history of the artist, and context on their work (like where they're
from, what was going on when they made their art, etc.)This book was informative, fun, and
accessible. Never felt like I was reading something boring or dated. Loved that my prof used this
as her text. Would make a great coffee table book, too!”

BoHo, “A must read for women in the arts. This is an important read for all emerging artists,
especially female, out in the art world today. I am a huge fan of Heartney's writing and she hits it
on the head once again.- April Zanne Johnson, MFA”

Michael C. Stanley, “informative view of contemporary art. The book is so revealing of the
leading edge in the contemporary art world. And it shows the impact that women artists have.”

Tessa Teixeira, “Five Stars. Excellent”

Eric Buechel, “A wonderful surprise and informative.. A good look at whats popular in
contemporary art exhibitions. I'd prefer she kept Tracey Emin out of the book because Emin
never learned to draw and has nothing but "Shock-Art" to show for it, but I suppose shes has her
place (The Basement) in art history. Anyhow, Heartney's book was difficult to put down and I
really enjoyed the book and found it very interesting.Eric BuechelPhoto-Realist Artist/Illustrator”

JEANNETTE WALSH, “Five Stars. Great”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 9 people have provided feedback.
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